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Background

• In the UN SG’s synthesis report ‘The Road to Dignity by 2030’ – he 
stressed “the world must acquire a new data literacy ... to address 
response challenges to the new transformative agenda”.

• An agenda where we “base our analysis in credible data and 
evidence, enhancing data capacity, availability, disaggregation, 
literacy and sharing”



• PARIS21’s work on Statistical Literacy started in 2016

• This framework is based on the 
• level 1: consistent,  non-critical use of Statistics
• level 2: Critical use of Statistics, and
• level 3: Critical mathematical assessment

Background
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draws on this concept with an effort to quantifiably measure the SL in levels (the empirical measure of SL) 



Consistent, non-critical use of statistics






Critical engagement with statistics






Statistical Literacy Coverage

PARIS21 issued an 
update on Statistical 
Literacy level status in 
2021 – some Pacific 
countries are included in 
the update. 
Some of the statistical 
reporting is considered 
for level 1 as happening 
to report COVID19 
related facts. 



A missing link between 
steps

High emphasis on data; data driven decision making, 
evidence-based policy making process, not leaving 
anyone behind - the assumption here is that there is 
an adequate level of statistical literacy on ground



Data use and policies
• Looking at Data Use/Statistical Literacy in the context with:

• data production – data type is implied by needs
• data use – effective use to address the society’s complex ‘persistent 

problems’
• data-driven policymaking – the data influence in policies

Two types of data being used in the public sector

Public datasets (official statistics, administrative 
data and statistics about populations, socio-
economic indicators, etc.)

Real time (or near real-time) data coming from 
social media, sensors and mobile phones

The more impetus is linked to the global 
obligations/commitments to SDGs and related 
reporting – Pacific needs to catch up!

The more advanced methods requiring 
sophisticated technology as well as open data 
management/analyses capabilities - this would 
emerge as a second phase to the Pacific.



Despite 
improvements, still 
more production 
areas to be covered by 
the Pacific countries. 
Particularly Labour, 
Commodity Prices, 
Poverty, and Natural 
Resources
Climate Change a new 
priority dimension for 
the coming period

Data production patterns



PRSD and Data Availability
• Pacific road map to sustainable development (PRSD)
• Pacific SDG Taskforce selected 132 (now 131) indicators as part of 

PRSD
• A few examples 

Source: First 
Quadrennial Pacific 
Sustainable 
Development Report



Improvement patterns (SDG Index)

Source: Sustainable Development Report
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Current measures on Statistical Capacity
Two measures of Statistical Capacity, both by the World Bank

- Statistical Capacity Indicator – SCI 
- Statistical Performance Indicators - SPI

The SCI framework is based on three dimensions, that cover:
• Methodology – which determines the ability of NSOs to adopt to most 

updated methodologies e.g. CPI & National accounts base years; Balance of 
payment manual in use

• Source Data – that include censuses, surveys and vital registration system
• Periodicity – the periodicity on the collection of key thematic data
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Methodology includes: Balance of Payments manual in use; Consumer price index base year; External debt reporting status; Govt. finance accounting; Import/export price indices; Industrial production index; National accounts base year; National immunization coverage; Special data dissemination standard; and UNESCO reportingData sources include: Agricultural and Population Censuses; Health survey; Poverty survey; Vital registration system coveragePeriodicity includes: Access to water; Child malnutrition; Child mortality; Gender equality; HIV/AIDS; Immunization; Income poverty; Maternal health; Per capita GDP growth; Primary completion



Current measures on Statistical Capacity



Statistical Performance Indicator (SPI)
• Its a progressed version of SCI but it adopts a more complex approach

Current measures on Statistical Capacity
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This is a bit more complex approach which some countries would not be able to follow – like in the PacificWe don’t know the users. The first step is to identify and work with Users, address their data needs and analytic capacities. This is more complex for Pacific countries to report implying that setting the capacity framework based on this framework might not be workable for the Pacific countries – the progress would just become stagnant, if any. 



Statistical Capacity/Performance Indicators
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Need to Benchmarking Pacific Capacity Level?
• SCI was more simple method which has now been replaced with SPI 

but yet historically the improvement in the Pacific was stagnant

• SCI and SPI only are calculated for IDA member countries

• Maybe Pacific countries require a more relevant, agreeable, workable 
and measurable Statistical Capacity Indicator.

• identification of most relevant dimensions for the Pacific
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Discussion
1. Measuring development progress in the Pacific is hard and the 

statistics available need strengthening 
2. There would be better data-driven policy making if there were more 

statistical literacy, particularly in the public sector, to make the most 
of what data there is

3. But measuring statistical literacy capacity is also hard, and existing 
benchmarks for the Pacific are incomplete or otherwise flawed

4. We could have better results for statistical capacity building if we 
could target users better, and had a clearer understanding of where 
the data analysis capacity gap actually is
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